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Abstract We investigated an alternative means for quantifying daytime ecosys-7

tem respiration from eddy-covariance data in three forests with different canopy8

architecture. Our hypothesis was that the turbulent transport by coherent9

structures is the main pathway for carrying detectable sub-canopy respira-10

tion signals through the canopy. The study extends previously published work11

by incorporating state-of-the-art wavelet decomposition techniques for the de-12

tection of coherent structures. Further, we investigated spatial and temporal13

variability of the respiration signal and coherent exchange at multiple heights,14

for three mature forest sites with varying canopy and terrain properties for15

one summer month.16

A connection between the coherent structures and identified sub-canopy17

respiration signal was clearly determined. Although not always visible in sig-18

nals collected above the canopy, certain cases showed a clear link between19

conditionally sampled respiration events and coherent structures. The domi-20

nant time scales of the coherent structure ejection phase (20 s to 30 s), relative21

timing of maximum coincidence between respiration events and the coherent22
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structure ejection phase (at approximately –10 s from detection) and vertical23

transport upward through the canopy were shown to be consistent in time,24

across measurement heights and across the different forest sites. Best results25

were observed for an open canopy pine site. We conclude that the presented26

method is likely to be applicable at more open rather than dense (closed)27

canopies.28

The results provided a confirmation of the connection between below- and29

above-canopy scalar time series, and may help the development or refinement30

of direct methods for the determination of component fluxes from observations31

above the canopy.32

Keywords Conditional sampling · Eddy covariance · Flux partitioning ·33

Wavelet decomposition34

1 Introduction35

The eddy-covariance methodology (EC) has assumed a prominent role in near-36

surface observations of the net biosphere–atmosphere exchange of energy and37

matter in biomes across the globe (Baldocchi, 2008). The wide application38

of eddy-covariance in carbon dioxide and water vapour exchange studies has39

increased the need for validation of the determined net fluxes and derived com-40

ponent fluxes (e.g., Vickers et al., 2009; Lasslop et al., 2010). Such validation41

requires an understanding of the spatial and temporal dynamics of sources42

and sinks, as well as the underlying physical transport mechanisms below the43

sensors that are integratively captured by eddy covariance. Two major chal-44

lenges converge here; understanding the vertical transport in the roughness45

sublayer (RSL) and lower part of the atmospheric surface layer (ASL), and46

the direct measurement of component fluxes (i.e., respiration and assimilation)47

from sources and sinks within terrestrial ecosystems.48

It is generally accepted that vertical transport near the surface exhibits49

forms of organized motion. These are termed “coherent structures” and con-50

tribute to momentum transfer and transport from within canopies through in-51

termittent, shear-induced gusts or “sweeps” that in turn cause upward bursts52

or “ejections” from the canopy (Blackwelder and Kaplan, 1976; Finnigan,53

1979a; Cantwell, 1981; Shaw and McCartney, 1985; Denmead and Bradley,54

1987; Bergström and Högström, 1989; Raupach et al., 1996; Finnigan, 2000).55

Coherent structures in turbulent flow are assumed to be capable of moving56

air parcels through the canopy without full turbulent mixing. However, a de-57

crease in the amplitude of scalar fluctuations with height within and above58

the canopy has been observed, which could limit the detection of coherent59

structures (CS) in scalar time series sampled further away from the canopy60

(Shaw and Zhang, 1992; Collineau and Brunet, 1993b). Recent studies report61

that “ejections” related to coherent structures extend to well above the canopy62

and may exist super-imposed on the small-scale turbulence in the ASL (Poggi63

et al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2006; Kobayashi and Hiyama, 2011), and may64
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therefore be present in the available eddy-covariance data. Several studies, in-65

cluding McNaughton and Brunet (2002), report on the violation of similarity66

theories in the presence of coherent structures in time series sampled above67

vegetation. Indeed, similarity concepts may be limited in their application to68

the atmosphere above the RSL and may require modifications to be appli-69

cable for tall vegetation close to the canopy (Foken, 2006; Cava et al., 2008;70

De Ridder, 2010).71

Interestingly, deviations from flux-variance similarity are the basis of a72

recently proposed conceptual framework that aims to separate sources and73

sinks of water vapour (q) and carbon dioxide (c), using time series commonly74

used for eddy-covariance measurements (Scanlon and Albertson, 2001). Several75

recent studies, including Williams et al. (2007), Thomas et al. (2008), Scanlon76

and Sahu (2008) and Scanlon and Kustas (2010), follow Scanlon and Albertson77

(2001) in the argument that spatial separation and relative strength of sources78

and sinks of c and q contribute to the presence of intermittent excursions from79

the c and q flux-variance, particularly in tall vegetation. Thomas et al. (2008)80

expanded on the concept and proposed conditional sampling methodology to81

quantify sub-canopy respiration fluxes and tested this for eddy-covariance time82

series from five different forest ecosystems. A connection between organized83

motion and the c and q flux-variance was reported, but questions on the exact84

transport mechanisms and the variability of this signal remained unanswered85

(Scanlon and Albertson, 2001; Thomas et al., 2008).86

In this study we investigate the simultaneous occurrence of coherent struc-87

tures and sub-canopy respiration flux events, and herein refers to turbulence88

that transports the signal of continuous respiration from components of the89

ecosystem below the canopy (e.g., soil, understorey, tree trunks) to the eddy-90

covariance sensors. We were interested in understanding whether turbulent91

transport by coherent structures carries sub-canopy respiration signals inferred92

from patterns in the correlation between the q and c time series, particularly93

at the end of the ejection phase of coherent structures. Such information may94

help the development or refinement of direct methods for determination of95

component fluxes from eddy-covariance data, and in turn the validation of96

commonly used indirect methods. This study extends previous work by incor-97

porating state–of–the–art wavelet decomposition techniques for the detection98

of the coherent structures. In addition, spatial and temporal variability was99

investigated, for which three mature forest sites were considered with varying100

canopy and terrain properties and time series included for one summer month101

of continuous experimental data.102

2 Methodology103

Our conditional sampling approach combined quadrant flux analysis with the104

identification of turbulent structures by wavelet analysis. First, the occurrences105

of sub-canopy respiration flux events were identified using a conditional sam-106

pling of the correlation structure between c and q in relation to the vertical107
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wind-speed, explained in detail in Thomas et al. (2008). Second, the canopy108

flow was analyzed using wavelet decomposition, identifying turbulence scales109

and durations of organized motion from which an upward ejection of flow is110

deduced, following Thomas and Foken (2005).111

These two steps differ fundamentally in their determinative criteria for the112

source of the flow. The first analysis step relies on strict conditions, including113

an upward vertical wind velocity (Fig. 1a). In contrast, the second method114

implies the flow based on the assumed coincidence of sharp gradients and115

concentration changes, which may (but are not forced to) coincide with a116

sustained upward motion (Fig. 1b).117

2.1 Conditional sampling of respiration events118

The identification of daytime respiration events was based on analysis of the119

correlation between concurring perturbations of the carbon dioxide (c′) and120

water vapour (q′) concentrations and the vertical wind-speed (w′), within 30-121

min intervals. Air from a sub-canopy source is postulated to contain above122

average amounts of carbon dioxide and water vapour and therefore can be123

identified by w′ > 0, c′ > 0 and q′ > 0 (Scanlon and Albertson, 2001). The124

values of c′ and q′ show stochastic variation. Therefore, an additional hyper-125

bolic function c′q′ (σcσq)
−1

> H, with H = ¼, helps limit false classification126

of values within the c′ > 0 and q′ > 0 quadrant (Thomas et al., 2008). The127

hyperbolic exclusion ascertains that sampled data significantly deviates from128

the negative correlation between daytime c and q signals that represents the129

exchange between the canopy and atmospheric background air (Fig. 1). Pho-130

tosynthesis, respiration and evapotranspiration are assumed to be continuous131

processes within the time interval.132

We consider the conditional sampling as definition of subsets of time (t),133

t = tmin ≤ t < tmax, (1)

between the beginning (tmin) and the end (tmax) of each 30-min interval, i.e.134

as [0,1800) s in interval notation.135

To summarize the conditional sampling by quadrant analysis we redefined136

the indicator function used by Zeeman et al. (2009), revised from Thomas137

et al. (2008) Eq. 10a, as138

ť = t | { w′(t) > 0,
q′(t) > 0,
c′(t) > 0,

c′(t)q′(t) · (σcσq)
−1

> H }.

(2)

where ť is a subset of time based on the specified conditions for c′, q′ and w′.139

In the context of the present study a sub-canopy respiration event refers to a140

period within the time series for which the criteria for ť are met.141
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The scalar–scalar quadrant analysis between c′ and q′ is analogous to the142

vector–vector or vector–scalar regression between wind-speed vectors, or per-143

turbations of the vertical wind-speed vector and virtual temperature scalar,144

referred to in Shaw et al. (e.g. 1983); Finnigan (e.g. 1979b, 2000). We mention145

this specifically, as the correlation patterns resulting from the latter have been146

used in studies of coherent structure patterns within and above canopies, but147

were not used for that purpose here. The methodology used to identify coher-148

ent structures relies on virtual temperature alone and is described in the next149

section.150

2.2 Conditional sampling of coherent structures151

Coherent structures represent the occurrence of alternate ejection and sweep152

phase motions and can be recognized in scalar time series as sharp gradients153

(e.g., Wilczak and Businger, 1984; Bergström and Högström, 1989; Shaw et al.,154

1989; Gao et al., 1989; Paw U et al., 1992). Here we use virtual temperature155

(θ) to detect these sharp gradients within each 30-min interval. The virtual156

temperature time series were averaged from 20 to 2 Hz to reduce computational157

time, then normalized and extended (“zero padded” on both ends) before158

wavelet analysis was applied in three steps described in detail by Thomas and159

Foken (2005). In brief, first a fast low-pass filter was applied (bi-orthogonal160

wavelet; BIOR5.5) limiting the inclusion of small size turbulent eddies of event161

durations shorter than 6.2 s. Second, wavelet variance spectra were computed162

(Morlet wavelet; MORL) for scales limited to event durations of approximately163

5 to 240 s. Finally, the dominant event duration (De) was determined from164

the first identified variance maximum and individual events were subsequently165

localized (Mexican Hat wavelet; MEXH) as sharp temperature falls with a166

zero-crossing in the normalized virtual temperature time series, corresponding167

to the passing of a coherent structure (Farge, 1992; Collineau and Brunet,168

1993a,b; Thomas and Foken, 2005, 2007). Thus, the coherent structures are169

defined as twice the event duration (De) relative to the time of zero-crossing170

of the wavelet coefficient T (a,b), as171

t̃0 = t | { T (a,b){θ′(t)} = 0,
T (a,b){θ′(t)}dt < 0,
tmin +De < t < tmax −De },

(3)

where t̃0 denotes detected events as a subset of time. Equation 3 includes con-172

ditions to ensure that only coherent structures are considered with a duration173

of 2De. From here onward we refer to the period of event duration De before174

and after each detected event t̃0 during daytime as the ejection phase and175

sweep phase of the coherent structure, respectively. The conditional sampling176

of coherent structures then follows with177

t̃ej = t | { t̃0−De < t < t̃0 }, and
t̃sw = t | { t̃0 < t < t̃0 +De }

(4)
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as subsets of time for the ejection phases (t̃ej) and the sweep phases (t̃sw) of178

the coherent structures.179

2.3 Combining conditional sampling methods180

An example of the procedure is given in Figure 2. The temporal information of181

these coherent structures was in turn used to compare with the occurrence of182

sub-canopy respiration as identified by conditional sampling. We can now, for183

example, use the subset notation to refer to the number of samples (N) that184

occur as respiration events as N |{ť}, or the vertical wind-speed perturbations185

relating to the ejection phase of coherent structures as w′|{t̃ej}. We can also186

refer to the overlap in time between the two conditional sampling methods as187

subset intersections (∩). For instance, the formal reference to the respiration188

events within the ejection phase of the coherent structures is {ť∩ t̃ej}. Further,189

for part of the analysis we refer to a maximum and minimum ensemble average190

vertical wind-speed perturbation in the coherent structures, which we define191

as [w′|{t̃sw ∪ t̃ej}]max and [w′|{t̃sw ∪ t̃ej}]min based on 1-sec bin averaged data.192

We define ∆wcs as the difference between this maximum and minimum. We193

argue that large ∆wcs values correspond to coherent structures with a high194

potential to transport air between the measurement heights and therefore a195

useful indicator for a link between measurements at different heights.196

2.4 Research sites197

The meteorological and eddy-covariance data were collected at three research198

sites representing forests of different canopy architectures; a sparse ponderosa199

pine forest (MP; Metolius Pine) characterized by an intense summer drought200

period, a dense Douglas-fir forest (MF; Marys River Fir) in moderately com-201

plex terrain and a mixed, beech dominated vegetation (LAE; Laegeren) in202

complex terrain. The MP site is located in central Oregon, USA (44.45◦ N,203

121.56◦ W) in the rain shadow of the Cascade Range (Thomas et al., 2008,204

2009). The MF site is located in western Oregon, USA (44.65◦ N, 123.55◦ W)205

within the Pacific Coast Range (Thomas et al., 2008; Thomas, 2011), and206

the LAE site is located on the south facing slope of the Laegeren mountain207

(47.48◦ N, 8.36◦ E) in northern Switzerland (Burkard et al., 2003; Eugster208

et al., 2007; Etzold et al., 2010).209

Time series of wind speed (w), virtual temperature (θ), carbon dioxide210

concentration (c) and water vapour concentration (q) were collected at the211

MP, MF and LAE sites, day of year 15 June to 15 July 2006, 1 July to 31212

July 2007 and 1 June to 31 July 2008, respectively. For measurement of w213

and θ sonic anemometers were employed (at MP and MF model CSAT-3,214

Campbell Sci., Logan, UT, USA; at LAE model Solent HS, Gill Instruments215

Ltd., Lymington, UK), and for the concentration measurements open-path216

infrared gas analyzers were used (Li 7500, Licor Inc, Lincoln, NE, USA). At MP217
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and MF, three sets of instruments were installed for simultaneous sub-canopy,218

mid-canopy and above the canopy measurements. These correspond at the MF219

site to measurement heights relative to the mean height of the canopy (hc) of220

0.15hc, 0.62hc and 1.47hc (hc = 26 m), respectively, and at the MP site of221

0.20hc, 0.50hc and 1.67hc (hc = 20 m), respectively. For the LAE site, only222

the above-canopy measurements were available, at 1.54hc (hc = 30.6 m). Data223

assessment consisted of a de-spiking routine according to Vickers and Mahrt224

(1997), a cross instrument time offset correction by optimizing for maximum225

covariances and a rotation of the wind vectors. Following the recommendation226

of Goeckede et al. (2008) not to apply “planar fit” rotations for the LAE site227

data, the wind vectors of all sites were aligned into the direction of the wind,228

such that the averaged vertical wind speed equals zero.229

We present our results for the full duration of the respective measurement230

periods for all the sites, which amounted to either 30, 31 and 61 days, for231

the MP, MF and LAE sites, respectively. The daytime hours were selected as232

0900 to 1800 local time. Using a light-intensity threshold to determine daytime233

would complicate ensemble averaging, due to differences per height in shading234

and day-to-day variations in cloud cover.235

3 Results and Discussion236

In general, the time-fraction covered by respiration events varied in time and237

between the measurement heights above and below the canopy for all sites.238

The above-canopy data showed only small fractions of sub-canopy respiration239

events, with a median of 1% or less. The mid-canopy and sub-canopy mea-240

surements generally showed an increasing fraction of sub-canopy respiration241

events compared to the above-canopy, at both the MP and MF sites (Fig. 3).242

We found no significant difference between the fraction of respiration events243

and the fraction of respiration events within the coherent structures in the244

same 30-min period for the whole measurement period between measurement245

heights and sites (Fig. 3). In other words, the sampling methods for coherent246

structures and sub-canopy respiration events sample the time series in a rep-247

resentative way. Such a correlation close to unity between the two sampling248

methods can be explained by the fact that coherent structures to large degree249

cover the entire time series (e.g., see Fig. 2). We did not find a direct cause for250

any deviation from unity, but most likely this relates to differences in sensi-251

tivity of the two conditional sampling methods to instationarities in the time252

series. For instance, the slightest instationarity of the c and q time series may253

cause variability in the sampling of respiration events, even if a hyperbolic254

function was used to prevent inclusion of false positives.255

3.1 Combined conditional sampling, {ť ∩ t̃ej}256

The fraction of identified respiration events was found to vary between the257

ejection phase and sweep phase of the coherent structures and over the course258
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of the day. For the MP site, the ensemble mean fraction of respiration events259

coinciding with the detected coherent structures, {ť∩ t̃ej}, revealed a maximum260

in the ejection phase and a minimum in the sweep phase of the coherent261

structures in late morning and afternoon hours in particular for the sub-canopy262

and mid-canopy (Fig. 4). The difference in the fraction of data classified as263

respiration events between the ejection maximum and the sweep minimum264

was approximately 10%. For the MF site, this difference for daytime is equally265

pronounced in the sub-canopy data, but more variable over time. In the above-266

canopy data of the MP, MF and LAE sites, a maximum in the ensemble mean is267

less pronounced or not visible (below 1%) in the ejection phase during the day.268

The daytime ejection phase maximum of the ensemble averaged normalised269

coherent structures occurred at about t̃0−0.4De.270

The fraction of identified respiration events in the coherent structure ejec-271

tion phase is less than 2.5% at the observed coherent structures ejection phase272

maximum (at t̃0−0.4De) in most above-canopy data (Fig 5). But individual273

30-min periods were identified for which the fraction of respiration events at274

the observed ejection phase maximum exceeds 2.5% (Fig. 6). There are two275

prominent exceptions. First, at the MP site we observed that the days with 30-276

min periods showing fractions above 2.5% in the above-canopy data coincided277

with higher fractions at the mid-canopy level, but also coincided with lower278

fractions in the sub-canopy. The latter was predominantly correlated with days279

of few eddy-covariance data in the sub-canopy time series, as was particularly280

visible for 7–10 days of the MP site sub-canopy data between day of year281

175 and 185 (Fig. 6). Secondly, at the MF site a lower fraction of respiration282

events at the ejection phase maximum was observed for 2–5 days in between283

day of year 197 and 202 for the sub-canopy and mid-canopy data. There was284

no clear evidence for a coinciding change in the above-canopy observations at285

the MF site. For the observed measurement periods, no evident relationship286

was found between the respiration events in the ejection phase maximum of287

coherent structures and the time of the day.288

However, our results support the hypothesis that a decrease in amplitudes289

of scalar fluctuations with height within and above the canopy could limit the290

detection of coherent structures and respiration events in scalar time series291

(Shaw and Zhang, 1992; Collineau and Brunet, 1993b). We could argue that292

the highest measurement heights in this study, between 1.5hc and 1.7hc ex-293

perienced an intermittent influence by coherent structures that carried signals294

from the forest floor. First, the signal decreases by turbulent mixing as func-295

tion of travelled distance from the sub-canopy source. Second, the signal is296

normalized with canopy source and sink signals present in the scalar–scalar297

field. When these canopy signals are strong the respiration event signals may298

not exceed the hyperbolic threshold used in the conditional sampling approach.299

The presence of coherent structures at heights up to 1.7hc is consistent with300

the literature (e.g., Thomas et al., 2008; Kobayashi and Hiyama, 2011). Re-301

call that 2.5% of EC time-series data (or 1% for that matter) that do not302

follow scalar similarity is quite a large percentage, particularly in light of the303
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assumptions made for the most frequent uses of such high-frequency c and q304

data.305

The observed maximum in respiration event contributions to the ejection306

phase of the coherent structures did not represent a well-defined peak at the307

end of the ejection phase. A number of causes contribute to the smoothed308

expression (Fig. 4). First of all, the time series over a month or more incorpo-309

rated the (stochastic) variability inherent to scalar time series in a turbulent310

medium. Secondly, a number of studies, including Shaw and Zhang (1992) and311

Collineau and Brunet (1993b), mention time lags in the order of a second be-312

tween the zero-crossing of normalized scalar perturbations of temperature and313

the vertical wind-speed, which corresponds to the lag observed in our data.314

This would contribute to the observed variability as the zero-crossing directly315

influences the conditional flux classification, and any lags in c, q and w sig-316

nals are therefore directly expressed in the coincidence of the two conditional317

sampling results. Thirdly, normalization occurred in various steps of the anal-318

ysis. The normalization by standard deviations was a key component of the319

conditional sampling of respiration events and allowed an inter-comparison320

of regression patterns between individual 30-min periods, but the ensemble321

average for the whole measurement period included a range of standard devia-322

tions, particularly for the c and q time series, representing varying conditions.323

Also, the dominant event duration was used for normalization and varies be-324

tween 30-min periods. The event duration was used to align the wave-shaped325

time series representing coherent structures for ensemble averaging within each326

30-min period, and for scaling between 30-min periods in the measurement pe-327

riod. Further, the event duration was selected as the first variance maximum328

and inevitably misrepresents the contribution from longer or shorter (but still329

longer than 5 s) event durations. Nevertheless, the apparent maximum at ap-330

proximately t̃0–0.4De indicates that the peak coincidence between respiration331

events events and coherent structures is closer to the centre of detection of the332

coherent structures, t̃0, which follows from the presence of sharp, ramp-shaped333

gradient changes. However, the combination of subsequent ensemble averaging334

and normalization steps complicate a meaningful uncertainty analysis.335

3.2 Event duration, De336

The ensemble averages were based on coherent structures durations (2De)337

shorter than 90 s, which in all but the MF site sub-canopy data related to338

an upper limit for the event duration above the 75% quartile. The resulting339

median event duration were consistent among all sites, with values between340

23 and 28 s. We estimated the duration of the identified peak in the ensemble341

mean to be a third to half of the ejection phase, thus reflecting a period on342

the order of 10 s.343

On the duration of excursions in the scalar regressions between c and q,344

Thomas et al. (2008) reported a significant contribution with increasing du-345

ration of respiration events (on the order of seconds) to the sub-canopy respi-346
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ration fluxes, even if the duration of respiration events relate inversely to the347

probability of their occurrence. This is consistent with the duration of the peak348

pattern of respiration events within the ejection phase of coherent structures349

observed here.350

3.3 Vertical transport351

We can look further into the connections between the sub-, mid- and above-352

canopy measurements, for instance by selecting the coherent structures with a353

strong vertical transport component. We compared the detection times of the354

coherent structures that represent a strong change in vertical wind-speed, de-355

termined from the difference between ejection and sweep phase, and analyzed356

the time lag in occurrence of strong coherent structures between the three357

heights of the MF and MP sites (Fig. 7). For both sites the mid-canopy mea-358

surements show a higher fraction of wind-speed perturbation changes between359

–2 s and –10 s time lags compared to the above-canopy reference. Note that360

a negative lag indicates an earlier occurance compared to the above-canopy361

reference. For the MP site the signal is further traced to the sub-canopy mea-362

surements, at roughly between –10 s and –20 s, but for the MF site such363

propagation is not clearly visible. The results also show the autocorrelation in364

the analysis of strong coherent structures and the distribution of event dura-365

tions, indicating a maximum event duration between +25 s and +30 s (Fig.366

7). We can also make an estimation of the time of flight between measurement367

heights using the the mean ejection phase (upward directed) wind-speed max-368

imum and the difference in measurement height. For the MP site these time369

of flight estimates are 10 s and 12 s and for the MF site 10 s and 17 s, for mid-370

to above-canopy and sub- to above-canopy distances, respectively.371

The difference between the open pine and dense Douglas-fir canopy is most372

pronounced in the sub-canopy results. The vertical wind perturbations at the373

sub-canopy height of the dense Douglas-fir are weaker, and signal fluctuations374

linked to coherent structures as found in the above- and mid-canopy mea-375

surement are not visible. It is not surprising that the presented sub-canopy376

signals are not stronger, considering the increasing vertical separation (on377

the order of 30 m), and the different conditions between each 30-min period378

within a day and during a month (Fig. 7). The estimated lags between the379

sub-canopy, mid-canopy and the above-canopy reference for strong coherent380

structures agree well with the time-of-flight estimates. The results show that381

a connection between measurement heights exists. Its strength depends on the382

canopy structure, and the link between the sub- and mid-canopy measurements383

with the above the canopy measurements shows a temporal separation on the384

order of 10 s and 20 s, respectively. This corresponds well with the determined385

values for the event duration and the timing of a maximum respiration events386

contribution in the coherent structures ejection phase.387
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3.4 Potential applications388

Here, we speculate on how information on coherent structures could help in-389

form conditional sampling approaches based on excursions in the flux-variance390

similarity between scalars c and q. The coherent structures could be used as391

an additional constraint to help select sections of the time series that repre-392

sent measurements of air that most likely originates from below the canopy.393

The coherent structures conditions could also amend or replace the use of the394

empirical hyperbole function used to identify respiration events. Alternatively,395

the ejection phase time series of the detected coherent structures, or parts of396

it, could replace the explicit conditions of upward vertical wind, under the397

assumption that the detected coherent structures provide a more consistent398

predictor for sub-canopy flux sources than vertical wind-speed. In either case,399

the use of the ejection phase of coherent structures as constraint will reduce400

the fraction of data used for conditional sampling and a trade-off between data401

quantity and quality of the respiration estimate must be evaluated.402

A remaining issue is finding the exact causes for any under-representation403

of respiration events in coherent structures. Further verification can be made404

by comparing respiration estimates computed by the method described in405

this paper to alternative measurements of respiration fluxes, such as chamber406

based respiration measurements and using stable isotope tracer information407

for carbon dioxide and water vapour. A detailed investigation on the relation408

of coherent structures with wind variables, atmospheric stability and coupling409

regimes is ongoing, and may provide a more detailed explanation.410

In a broader scope, coherent structures informed conditional sampling411

could be used in related studies relying on scalar dissimilarity, for instance to412

refine the extraction of component fluxes of short-statured vegetation based on413

water use efficiency assumptions (Scanlon and Sahu, 2008; Scanlon and Kustas,414

2010), or as a filter for scalar time series sampled in the RSL to study modi-415

fied similarity theories (Cava et al., 2008). In addition, an application appears416

possible for the investigation of connections between eddy-covariance measure-417

ments below and above the canopy as suggested by Misson et al. (2007).418

4 Conclusions419

A coincidence of coherent structures and identified sub-canopy respiration420

events was clearly determined in temporally high-resolved carbon dioxide and421

water vapour time series from three contrasting forest canopy types. In cer-422

tain cases the above-canopy eddy-covariance measurements showed significant423

fractions of respiration events. These were consistent in the above-canopy mea-424

surements in summer for the three different forest sites included in this study.425

Although the coincidence of coherent structures and identified sub-canopy res-426

piration events generally happened in the ejection phase, there was an excep-427

tion for the mid-canopy measurements of a dense Douglas-fir forest. The reason428

for this deviation remains unclear. We therefore conclude that the presented429
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method is likely to be applicable at more open rather than dense (closed)430

canopies.431
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FIGURE CAPTIONS584

Figure 1: Conceptual cross-section of transport of air in a forest showing a585

coherent structure travelling in the mean wind direction towards an eddy-586

covariance setup. Pushed by sweep gusts, the air originating from the sub-587

canopy is pushed and “ejected” upward through the canopy. If the turbulent588

flow arrives at eddy-covariance sample height without being fully mixed, the589

signal of sub-canopy air can be identified in both (insert a) the regression590

between the concentration perturbations of water vapour and carbon dioxide591

and (insert b) the time line of coherent structures. These sub-canopy signals592

would cause a short term deviation from scalar similarity predictions. Inserts a)593

and b) show idealized virtual temperature (θ′), vertical wind-speed (w′), water594

vapour (q′) and carbon dioxide (c′) signals without the stochastic variability595

found in eddy-covariance observations.596

Figure 2: An example of application of the coherent structure detection method-597

ology for 1 July 2010 1500–1530 local time at LAE, showing (a) the scaleogram598

of wavelet coefficients expressed in brightness for the normalised air temper-599

ature perturbations (θ′), the (b) normalised wavelet variance and occurring600

variance maxima, the (c) normalised wavelet coefficients and the localisation601

of events in time, the (d) time series of normalised air temperature perturba-602

tions θ′ with indication of the localized events and (e) the ensemble mean and603

standard deviation of the normalised θ′ for these localized events within a 2De604

time window. The event duration De is determined from the first occurring605

variance maximum as shown in panel (b), which in this case is 22.5 s.606

Figure 3: The fraction of respiration events (RE) in the identified coherent607

structures (both the sweep and ejection phase) against the fraction of respi-608

ration events for each 30-min interval. Histograms are shown on top for the609

abundance of 30-min intervals, in 1% bins of the fraction of respiration events.610

A thin solid 1:1 line is added for reference. Data for sites MP, MF and LAE611

are shown for 0900–1800 and CS durations (2De) of 12 to 90 s.612

Figure 4: Mean fraction of identified respiration events per hour of day against613

the normalised time of coherent structures. The normalised coherent structures614

combines an ejection and sweep phase within [–De to 0] and [0 to +De], respec-615

tively. Only coherent structure durations (2De) of 12 to 90 s were considered.616

The ensemble mean is based on analysis of one month of data for sites MP617

and MF and two months for LAE, and shown only for 0800–1900 local time.618

Figure 6: Fraction of daytime hours (0900–1800 local time) and fraction of619

respiration events at the observed ejection phase maximum of the coherent620

structures, shown per day for sites MP, MF and LAE.621

Figure 5: Cumulative distribution of the fraction of identified respiration events622

(RE) at the observed ejection phase maximum of the coherent structures (CS).623
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Shown for daytime hours (0900–1800 local time) only and sites MP, MF and624

LAE.625

Figure 7: The fraction of coherent structures observing a difference in vertical626

wind-speed (∆wcs) that is above the 90-percentile. Fractions are expressed627

against a lag time that is referenced to the coherent structure detection times628

of the above the canopy time series for sites MP and MF, respectively.629
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FIGURES630
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Fig. 1 Conceptual cross-section of transport of air in a forest showing a coherent structure
travelling in the mean wind direction towards an eddy-covariance setup. Pushed by sweep
gusts, the air originating from the sub-canopy is pushed and “ejected” upward through the
canopy. If the turbulent flow arrives at eddy-covariance sample height without being fully
mixed, the signal of sub-canopy air can be identified in both (insert a) the regression between
the concentration perturbations of water vapour and carbon dioxide and (insert b) the time
line of coherent structures. These sub-canopy signals would cause a short term deviation
from scalar similarity predictions. Inserts a) and b) show idealized virtual temperature (θ′),
vertical wind-speed (w′), water vapour (q′) and carbon dioxide (c′) signals without the
stochastic variability found in eddy-covariance observations.
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Fig. 2 An example of application of the coherent structure detection methodology for
1 July 2010 1500–1530 local time at LAE, showing (a) the scaleogram of wavelet coeffi-
cients expressed in brightness for the normalised air temperature perturbations (θ′), the
(b) normalised wavelet variance and occurring variance maxima, the (c) normalised wavelet
coefficients and the localisation of events in time, the (d) time series of normalised air tem-
perature perturbations θ′ with indication of the localized events and (e) the ensemble mean
and standard deviation of the normalised θ′ for these localized events within a 2De time
window. The event duration De is determined from the first occurring variance maximum
as shown in panel (b), which in this case is 22.5 s.
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Fig. 3 The fraction of respiration events (RE) in the identified coherent structures (both
the sweep and ejection phase) against the fraction of respiration events for each 30-min
interval. Histograms are shown on top for the abundance of 30-min intervals, in 1% bins of
the fraction of respiration events. A thin solid 1:1 line is added for reference. Data for sites
MP, MF and LAE are shown for 0900–1800 and CS durations (2De) of 12 to 90 s.
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Fig. 4 Mean fraction of identified respiration events per hour of day against the normalised
time of coherent structures. The normalised coherent structures combines an ejection and
sweep phase within [–De to 0] and [0 to +De], respectively. Only coherent structure durations
(2De) of 12 to 90 s were considered. The ensemble mean is based on analysis of one month
of data for sites MP and MF and two months for LAE, and shown only for 0800–1900 local
time.
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Fig. 5 Cumulative distribution of the fraction of identified respiration events (RE) at the
observed ejection phase maximum of the coherent structures (CS). Shown for daytime hours
(0900–1800 local time) only and sites MP, MF and LAE.
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sites MP and MF, respectively.


